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About This Game

Bigfoot, the Abominable Snowman, the Loch Ness Monster - cryptozoologists are trying to track these creatures down and
research them. One also appears in the legends of the Ashanti people in Ghana. These tell of human-like creatures that lurk in
the trees at night and take their victims off to their caves to suck their blood: the Asanbosam. Right after journalist Sam Peters
has escaped from a volcanic eruption on an Indonesian island caused by terrorists, her boss sends her to Africa. Soon enough,

strange things start happening at Bosumtwi, a mysterious crater lake. Could the Asanbosam really exist? Sam Peters is searching
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for the answers in this thrilling tale of the Secret Files series.
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Please whatever you do, DO NOT buy this game. I bought it and it is terrible. It is a huge task to even start the engine never
mind start driving. It is just too complicated.

If you do want to buy it then at least wait until it is on sale.. If you're a newcomer when it comes to rhythmic games, MUSYNX
is a really good game for you. It's colourful, full of great songs, animations and it's also very forgivable when it comes towards
developing combos. If you're looking for a challenge though... it depends on your skill as you might be able to complete all
songs with ease.
They could do something with the song selection menu (it is a mess as of now), and also implement some sort of Workshop to
which you could add songs stepped by the community.
Other than that, a pretty solid rhythmic game for beginners.. Do you want to become a lightning god?

Do you like lightning and explosions?

If yes, then buy this game right now.. This is a terrific game. I haven't played the Japanese Mystery Dungeon games this takes
it's inspiration from. I guess I've been missing out.

Voyage to Farland is a turn-based roguelike. It's very bare bones. There are no classes, skills, stats, gold or shops. You are just
your level, hit points, and whatever you pick up in the dungeon. In exchange for all that Voyage to Farland focuses more on
consumable item abilities. The items you find control enemy pacing, placement, movement, etc. There is very little direct
damage. Gameplay is focused on tactics, exploration, and inventory management.

There is a good variety of enemies, enough to keep things interesting. The enemies all have leveled up versions, Sometimes they
will level up during a fight when they kill one of your companions, or when you trick them into killing one of their allies.

The items are where this game really shines. The variety isn't huge, but it is all useful. No clogging up your inventory with
useless junk to sell later. There is just enough so that you can learn what it does, and how to use it effectively. Then you can
finally stop dying repeatedly, and watching your companions be butchered by monsters.

 I definitely recommend it to any roguelike fan.. Similar to Commandos 2 this third edition is not suited for a modern rig, in fact
even less options are available for you to make the game enjoyable. To sum up the option menu in its entirety : High Quality /
Low Quality. No Keybind, stuck in 800*600 hell. Enough said .... I could have been drinking. Instead I got this game. Now I'm
59 cents poorer and I want to drink even more.
11/10 for giving me literal and figurative AIDS, and for me wanting to kill myself
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very very bad game 1\/10!!!. This isn't a game this is torture, especially with a keyboard.... Play at your own risk !. Esta muerto..
WHY ISN'T THIS TETRIS GAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH. Magnificent game with lots of potential!

This game does not only expand the TW-style Grand Campaign mechanics by a whole economic dimension, but also managed
to grant a really immersive in-battle-experience.
Furthermore the developer (Singular!) manages to improve the game and fix minor errors in a marvelous amount of time. I am
anxious for the DLC :)

A must have for Strategy-fans!. I like it! Has some strategy to it and is really fast paced.. Bruh just travel to Europe where
public drinking is legal
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